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from the editor

The Fellows’ voice
It ill-behoves editors to go around boasting about their organs.
Ted Nield wishes to make an exception...
In January, we published an opinion piece by Rick Brassington
about his vision for the future of Chartership. Rick does not hold
any office in the Society and his views were his own. Like all
good opinion pieces it was trenchant and held the attention.
Moreover it explored a sensitive issue, guaranteed to make our
Fellows lay aside their hammers and pick up their cudgels.
Should Chartership remain an “optional extra”, available to those
who find it useful in their professional lives, or should the
Society move towards expecting all those who practise as
professional geoscientists to become CGeols?.

included an unusual and highly sophisticated settlement,
designed to ensure Geoscientist’s editorial independence. Under
this arrangement, Geoscientist was not to be the Society’s
mouthpiece, an institutional Pravda that was the creature of
President, Officers, Council and secretariat in Burlington House.
Instead it was to be the magazine of the Fellowship, with an
independent Editor-in-Chief who would be a senior and
respected figure with no continuing connections to the Society’s
governance – a post held today by former President, Professor
Tony Harris.

Airing controversial issues, both political and scientific, is what
this magazine is for. We do our best to stir things up, and to get
our readers writing. For example, dissenting voices from
Australia about some of the assumptions underlying the climate
change consensus (see Feature, this issue) exemplify the
broader, scientific issues with which we deal. This makes us no
different from any other news magazine – though it does make
us very different from the sort of membership newsletters you
might receive from other societies. The reason for this
difference goes back, like Chartership, to the merger in 1991
between the Society and the Institution of Geologists (IG), which
made the Society a professional as well as a scientific body.

That enlightened arrangement continues, and Geoscientist
operates as a Fourth Estate within the Society, a forum for the
Fellowship as a whole, dedicated to providing a public space
where controversial ideas can be aired without the stifling
burden of having always to bear the Society’s official imprimatur.
Thus, all the views expressed in our pages are, unless stated
otherwise, those of the authors – as it says in the small print on
page 31 of every issue.

One of the things that merger brought to the Society was a
magazine – something it had always sorely lacked. The IG had
become rightly proud of their British Geologist,and to assuage
fears that its new incarnation, renamed Geoscientist, might be
hijacked by the Geol Soc Establishment, the merger deal
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This is what makes Geoscientist a magazine, not a mere newsletter
– and is why (we think) Geoscientist is rather more fun than most
organisations’ bulletins. It is also why our articles may
occasionally make you frown as well as smile. But please, if you
do complain, do not make the mistake of thinking that by
publishing them in Geoscientist, the Society has somehow “seen
fit to align itself” with the views you find objectionable. In a free
democracy, even the most pro-establishment paper does not
print the party line. 
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Soapbox

Now children,
don’t try this at home!
Matthew McGann is worried by the
cavalier attitudes to safety sometimes
portrayed in published illustrations.

would always wear the appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) of the day.
This would typically consist of an oversized labcoat and even more over-sized safety
glasses seemingly developed for observing the nuclear test programs of the 1950s.
However in addition, the presenters would also add the cautionary phrase:“Now
children, don’t try this at home!”
Fortunately I survived my childhood and since then have been incredibly privileged to
have been able to work all over the world, including in developing countries. I
immensely enjoy the experiences I have had; but there are however many issues
associated with work in developing countries, and a lot of them revolve around health
and safety. (Though that said, I am still convinced that the most dangerous aspect of
the supposed “drug-dent” capitals of South America is the regular absence of
manhole covers.)
In my various roles I have always been responsible for the health and safety of the
people I work with. This task takes on a special level of difficulty when most of the
people one works with perhaps did not have access to television as children, or they
did not like to watch the programs on home-based atomic testing that I enjoyed, and
hence never heard the ubiquitous cautionary safety message.
At work every single day I have to keep vigilant and explain why doing something in
a certain way could be dangerous. I think we have all seen the emails of someone
standing on a ladder in a swimming–pool with an electric drill, these types of
activities really do occur.

Researchers unwisely inspecting an unsupported excavation.
On no account should anyone, ever, do this, whether they are
wearing hard hats or not.

I am sure that the vast majority of Geoscientist readers (and
the population of the western world in general) grew up
watching TV programmes during which “dangerous” scientific
experiments where undertaken “before your very eyes”.
These experiments generally involved mixing regular
household chemicals and often required the use of a
microwave oven or crème brulée blowtorch. However, as an
addict of these programs I distinctly remember that presenters
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With this in mind it is always with great disappointment that I see photographs in
Geoscientist showing researchers doing “dangerous” things, like inspecting
unsupported test pits. The folks doing the fieldwork that these articles summarise
need to set the best example possible, especially when the local populations comes
out to inspect the proceedings. Equally Geoscientist has a responsibility not to
publish photos of these acts without at the very least the catchcry of “Now children
don’t try this at home!”.
Editor writes: Matthew is quite right of course. We do our best not to show pictures
showing unsafe practices, but occasionally one slips through. For this reason, we
are very sorry for showing the attached picture in a recent feature. We show it
here again only as an example of how not to inspect a trial pit in unconsolidated
sediment.
Soapbox - is open to contributions from all Fellows. You can always write a letter to the Editor, of
course; but perhaps you feel you need more space? If you can write it entertainingly in 500 words, the
Editor would like to hear from you. Email your piece, and a self-portrait, to ted.nield@geolsoc.org.uk.
Copy can only be accepted electronically. No diagrams, tables or other illustrations please.

14 Geonews - When Memphis rocked by
Ian Randall

22 Feature - Glaciers - science and
nonsense by Cliff Ollier
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Online specials!
Opinion: Panthalassa – ocean of ignorance, by Joe McCall
Opinion: The Origin of the Caribbean Plate - read new contributions
Opinion: CSci – the case for revalidation, by Mary Arbuthnot
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Carousel
Laurance Donnelly has recently
moved from Halcrow to become
Associate Director (Geologist) of
Wardell Armstrong, Greater
Manchester. He will continue with
his involvement, in the UK and
internationally, in the fields of
engineering geology, mining,
mining hazards and the
environmental impact of mining,
mineral exploration, geohazards
and forensic geology. He will
remain in position as a Board Member of QJEGH, and Chair of the
Geological Society Forensic Geology Group. He also has recently
been appointed an Officer of the International Union of Geological
Sciences (IUGS), Geoscience for Environmental Management (GEM)
where he will lead an international working group (Geoforensic
International Network, GIN) on forensic geology.
Michael Rogers
left OPUS Joynes
Pike in November
2009 to become
Professional
Development
Manager at the
Institution of Civil
Engineers (ICE). Mike
will be based in Westminster and will be promoting the professional
development of Civil Engineers in the UK and overseas. Mike will be
leaving the world of consultancy and contaminated land but intends to
maintain links with the geoscience community. He can be contacted at
ICE on 0207 665 2014 or mike.rogers@ice.org.uk
Paul Younger of
Newcastle
University has been
awarded an
Honorary Doctorate
by the National
University of St
Augustine, in
Arequipa, Peru. The
degree was awarded in a special ceremony hosted by the Rector,
Professor Valdemar Medina Hoyo. The degree was awarded “in
recognition of Professor Younger’s invaluable scientific contribution
to the sustainable management of water in the basin of the River
Chili and in other river basins of Peru and neighbouring countries
which are affected by ancient and modern mine workings”. The
award echoes the University’s receipt of the Queen’s Anniversary
Prize in February 2006 for the work of Professor Younger and his
team on “remedies to mine water pollution worldwide”.
All Fellows of the Society are entitled to entries in Carousel. Please email
ted.nield@geolsoc.org.uk, quoting your Fellowship number
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Students share
The Extractive Industry Geology
(EIG) Bursary 2009 has been
awarded to students from
Camborne School of
Mines and Durham University,
writes Adler deWind
EIG conferences have been held every two years since 1979,
and attract a wide range of extractive industry professionals
from the UK and overseas. As part of an industry-wide attempt
to encourage new blood to join the profession, the EIG Bursary
was established to provide financial support to young
scientists for their extractive industry research.
The Bursary is open to senior undergraduate and postgraduate
students in geology or related subjects. This financial support
is available for studies or project work relevant to geology in
the extractive industries in the UK. This support is available to
provide funds for fieldwork or other activities as part of an
MSc or PhD research project, summer projects undertaken by
BSc or MSc undergraduates and general support for fees or
living costs for an MSc taught course in a relevant area.
Paul Wallwork, Mining Geology MSc student (Camborne
School of Mines, University of Exeter) received 1000 to help
towards the costs of his MSc research project. He will be
studying dust production and its correlation with variations in
the limestone geology at Swinden Quarry in North Yorkshire
(Tarmac Ltd).

Deaths
• Read obituaries online at www.geolsoc.org.uk/obituaries.
The Society notes with sadness the passing of:
Archer, Alan*
Barrett, W L*
Beltrandi, M D*
Baumer, A*
Bishop, Richard*
Chambers, Gordon*
Ellitsgaard-Rasmussen, Knud*
Francis, Christopher Michael George*

Guilford, Colin*
Hodgson, Alan*
Hopkins, Graham Leslie*
Knight, Jack*
Mills, Anthony B*
McKinlay, Alex C M*
Roberts, David Keith *
Truss, Stephen*

people

e EIG prizes

The Extractive Industry Geology 2010 conference will be held
at the University of Portsmouth from 8-11 September. Further
information at www.eigconference.org.

Sabina Michnowicz, PhD student (Institute of Hazard and
Risk Research, Dept of Earth Science, Durham University)
received £1000 towards the cost of her research. She is
studying ‘The occupational and environmental health hazard of
quarried volcanic deposits’ and will carry out research on rock
and dust samples from sites in UK and Italy.

Colin Comberbach, chairman of the EIG Conference
organising committee, said:

In the interests of recording its Fellows’ work for posterity, the
Society publishes obituaries online in Geoscientist. The most recent
additions to the list are in shown in bold. Fellows for whom no
obituarist has yet been commissioned are marked with an asterisk
(*).

guide for authors and a deadline for submission. You can also read
the guidelines for authors at www.geolsoc.org.uk/obituaries. To
save yourself unnecessary work, please do not write anything until
you have received a commissioning letter.

If you would like to contribute an obituary, please email
ted.nield@geolsoc.org.uk to be commissioned. You will receive a

“It is marvellous to see young Earth scientists getting involved
in extractive industry research. We look forward to both Paul
and Sabina presenting their results at the next EIG
conference.”

Deceased Fellows for whom no obituary is forthcoming have their
names and dates recorded in a Roll of Honour at
www.geolsoc.org.uk/obituaries.

Help your obituarist
The Society operates a scheme whereby Fellows may deposit biographical material for use by their obituarist. The object is to assist
obituarists by providing useful contacts, dates and other factual information, and thus to ensure that Fellows’ lives are accorded appropriate
and accurate commemoration. Please send your CV and a photograph to Ted Nield at the Society.
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Obituaries
Ted Nield writes: This year, the Fellows’ Annual Review, in which Fellows’ obituaries have hitherto
been published, will be changing radically. The printed report will henceforward be a much more
lightweight, more digestible offering – while full information (previously committed to print) will be
available online. This will save considerably on printing and postage, and should, we hope, mean that
more people will read about what the Society has been doing in the year gone by.
We have taken this opportunity to change the system for publishing obituaries. In future, as well as
publishing them immediately in our online archive (www.geolsoc.org.uk/obituaries) we shall include
them in Geoscientist – thus affording more timely publication. Obituaries so far collected for 2009 will
therefore be included in the next few issues of the magazine, during the lead-in to May, when the
new-style Annual Review 2009 will be distributed to all Fellows.

Colin Arnold Fothergill, 1926-2008
Colin Fothergill was born on 2
October 1926 in Thorpe Bay, a small
coastal town near Shoeburyness,
Essex. After primary education locally,
he passed common entrance to
Bishops Stortford College, Herts.
During secondary education there
from 1939-44 he developed lasting
interests in the Earth sciences and classical church music.
At the Royal School of Mines, Imperial College, London, he studied
petroleum technology, graduating Bachelor of Science (Oil Technology)
with first class honours in 1948. He then joined the Kuwait Oil
Company as a staff geologist before deciding to return to London in
1954 to become a lecturer at the Royal School of Mines, where he
remained until 1970. During these 16 years as an exemplary lecturer, he
was awarded a PhD (1954) for research on Venezuelan sedimentary
reservoirs and was actively engaged in consulting projects, notably both
for VC Illing and Partners and Place Oil and Gas. His research ranged
from identifying subsurface gas storage traps onshore southern England
to assessing petroleum in the North Sea, Caribbean and the Far East.
On the family front, Colin married Margaret Mann in 1955 and set up
his permanent home at Eves Cottage, Danbuty, Essex, where their sons
Mark and Simon were born in 1958 and 1960. Margaret died in 1972,
a tragedy for all the family. Colin never remarried.
In 1971 he joined Trinidad Canadian Oils (later Tricentrol) as chief
geologist with worldwide responsibility for the company’s exploration
activities. Colin later became a director of both Tricentrol North Sea Ltd.
and Thistle Development Ltd. From 1981 to 87 he was exploration
consultant to Kepplinger McCord Lewis, before rounding out his
professional career as an expert witness in mining cases, while also
acting as oil and gas adviser to Sussex County Council.
Retirement in 1990 did not preclude his continuing interests in both
church organ recitals and geological research. In the geological direction
he intended to produce a review of East Anglian sequences linked to
the southern North Sea gas field province, but increasing ill-health and
debilitating operations took their toll and Colin Fothergill died suddenly
on 5 November 2008, aged 82 - a great shock and loss to his family,
widespread friends, colleagues and former students.
Colin was a Fellow and former member of Council (1980-82) of the
Geological Society, a Member of the Institute of Petroleum (now the
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Energy Institute), where he also served for three years on Council and
was awarded their Award of Council in 1981, which year also saw him
serve as Chairman of the Petroleum Exploration Society of Great Britain.
He also served on the Council of the Association for the Promotion of
an Institution of Professional Geologists from 1975-77 as a co-opted
member, prior to the foundation of the Institution of Geologists.

David Pascoe

Michael William Hughes-Clarke,
1931-2008
Michael Hughes-Clarke spent his working life in the oil industry with
Shell International yet, paradoxically, he was not really an oilman but
rather a scholar working in industry.
In his final year as an undergraduate at University College London he
contracted polio, leaving him with a weak leg that proved troublesome
in later life. A planned field-based research project was abandoned in
favour of laboratory-based micropalaeontology, and he completed his
UCL PhD on Albian ostracods in 1957, following which he joined Shell
in The Netherlands.
Over the next 30 years Michael Hughes-Clarke alternated periods in
Rijswijk with secondments to Shell operating companies in Indonesia,
Iran, Oman and Qatar, working variously as micropalaeontologist,
sedimentologist and stratigrapher. Two scientific highlights stand out:
pioneering work on modern sedimentation in the Persian Gulf, and the
first study of the geology of the Oman Mountains.
Two key publications arose from the Oman work: K W Glennie et al. on
The Geology of the Oman Mountains (1974), and Hughes-Clarke on
Stratigraphy and Rock Unit nomenclature in the oil-producing area of
interior Oman (Journal of Petroleum Geology, 1988). In 1990 he
authored a more general book on Oman’s Geological Heritage.
In retirement on Gozo he developed a keen interest in the geology and
prehistory of the Maltese Islands, publishing Limestone Isles in a Crystal
Sea (2002) and Malta before History (2004), and his last paper (2002)
sought geological explanations for the sudden demise of the Maltese
Temple Culture at c. 4.5kyr BP.
He is survived by his wife Cynthia (also a UCL Geology graduate),
daughter Sarah, and son John (Professor of Ocean Mapping, University
of New Brunswick). Michael Hughes-Clarke, 29 September 1931 – 29
December 2008

Alan Lord
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George Anthony Lobjoit Johnson 1925-2009
Tony was born on 5 September 1925 in the parish of Langley Marish,
then in southernmost Buckinghamshire (now Berkshire). His father
was a farm manager and company director, and his mother came
from the Lobjoit family of well-known market gardeners. The second
of three brothers, in 1945 he entered King’s College, Newcastle-uponTyne (then part of Durham University) to read Geology. He graduated
with first class honours (1949), staying on as a research student to
investigate the Lower Carboniferous rocks along a central section of
the Roman Wall near to Housesteads (PhD, 1953). Tony was
appointed Lecturer in Geology in the University of Wales, Cardiff,
(1952) where he remained for two years.
In 1954 Tony accepted a Research Assistantship (to Professor K C Dunham in the Geology
Department, University of Durham) to map and describe the geology of the Nature Reserve in Upper
Teesdale (now partly swamped by Cow Green Reservoir). Tony was appointed Lecturer in Geology at
Durham in 1960. He was promoted to Senior Lecturer in 1968 and to Reader in 1970. He retired in
1988 with the honorary title of Reader Emeritus and was delighted to be able to continue his research
work in the Department until 2005 when Parkinson’s disease and a bad fall made further geological
work impossible. He died on 9 April 2009.
Tony has been a much valued member of staff of the Durham Department, his teaching covering
stratigraphy, palaeontology and especially the supervision of undergraduate field mapping projects. He
introduced around 4000 first-year students to the annual week of field geology in northern England
and supervised 1000 undergraduate field mapping projects. He supervised about 10 research students,
all of whom obtained PhDs and he gave much help to other research students in various ways (such
as fossil recognition and basic geology for geophysicists). He also gave much practical support in the
running of the Department, including overseeing the construction of the new department building and
its subsequent extensions and chairing the student-staff committee over many years.
Tony’s main research interest focused on the stratigraphy and palaeontology of the Carboniferous of
Northern England and its wider implications - with a special interest in the rugose corals and
subsidiary interest in interglacial deposits. His publications totalled about 115 research papers, books,
field guides, etc. His contributions were recognised by Newcastle University in the award of a DSc in
1972.
Tony also undertook consultancy work in mining and quarrying and was heavily involved in the
Rookhope borehole project. This penetrated the local Carboniferous into the Weardale granite. Tony
helped with the initial logging and the subsequent borehole temperature measurements. Thirty years’
work on the biostratigraphy of the borehole was published in 1996, jointly with Dr J R Nudds, in the
Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. In retirement, he extended his detailed knowledge of
the geology of the Roman Wall along its whole length, leading to publication of the GA’s guide
‘Geology of Hadrian’s Wall’ (1997).
Tony served as Secretary of the Yorkshire Geological Society (1962-1967), was later President (1979
and 1980) and was awarded the Society’s Phillips Medal (1984). He was Vice-President of the Natural
History Society of Northumbria from 1960, Chairman of the Council of Durham Wildlife Trust (197980) and a Trustee of the Freemen of Durham (1980 onwards). He acted as an adviser to the Nature
Conservancy and to Durham County Planning Department on SSSIs, and was retained by the combined
petitioners at the inquiry in Parliament before construction of the Cow Green reservoir.
Tony will be remembered for the strong practical support he gave to various Geological, Natural
History, conservation and educational interests in northern England. Amongst those who have passed
through the Department, he will be remembered for the unstinted friendship and support he gave to
students, particularly in his supervision of field mapping projects and sympathetic help with personal
problems.
In 1961 Tony married Dr Hazel Green, a palaeobotanist with complementary interests in Natural
History, birds and gardens. He is survived by her, their son Edward and daughter Pam, and by his
younger brother David.

Akiho Miyashiro
1921-2008
Akiho Miyashiro dominated the study
of metamorphic geology throughout a
long career. Like his predecessors Alfred
Harker and Frank Turner he summarised
his vast knowledge in a series of
textbooks and was pleased when his
publisher agreed that his final book
Metamorphic Petrology (1994) would
have the same title that Turner had
used in 1968. The scope of Miyashiro’s
book was wider and his exposition of
metamorphic thermodynamics and the
facies classification clear, consistent
and convincing but less dogmatic than
Turner’s. Between them, his textbooks
established the modern approach to
metamorphism and metamorphic rocks
that superseded Harker’s book
Metamorphism (1932).
He gained his reputation while a
graduate student at Tokyo University by
classic field and petrographic studies of
metamorphosed basic igneous rocks of
the Abukuma Plateau of Japan, partly
while working with Fumiko Shido
whom he later married. He coined the
name ‘metabasites’ for these rocks.
Their accompanying metapelites display
a different zonal sequence from the
classic zones of the Grampian
Highlands of Scotland described by
Barrow and Harker, and this formed the
basis of his paper on metamorphic
belts (1961) that used metamorphism
of Japanese basement rocks as a key
example linking progressive regional
metamorphic sequences with ancient
geothermal gradients. He related
contrasting metamorphic belts to the
thermal structure of island arcs above

Martin H P Bott
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what were subsequently recognised as subduction zones. His
demonstration that patterns of regional metamorphism reflect the
geodynamics of large-scale structures like island arcs establishes him
as one of the founders of plate tectonics.

because he knew I was a recently-appointed university lecturer with a
wife and three children and needed the money. His publisher had the
same problem 20 years later with Metamorphic Petrology and asked
me once again to assist in producing an equally excellent book.

He could be controversial. In 1979, he challenged the universally
accepted opinion that the basalts and metabasites of the Troödos
Ophiolite of Cyprus were typical MORB, erupted or intruded at an
ancient oceanic ridge. Miyashiro pointed out that the majority of
published analyses had island arc basalt (IAB) compositions and was
immediately attacked in print for pronouncing about the geology of a
country he had not visited. Subsequent research has proved him right
because the Upper Pillow Lavas of Troödos are IAB as he said, and
only the Lower Pillow Lavas are MORB. Those who were quick to
criticise should have paid more attention to his extensive knowledge
of basic rocks in a modern island arc and his publications about
dredged oceanic basalts.

My colleague at China University of Geosciences (Wuhan), Prof Tim
Kusky, who was Miyashiro’s undergraduate and postgraduate student
at the State University of New York at Albany, has similar memories.
“Many students were reluctant to visit Akiho in his office with
questions about the course, because his office was often bare except
for a meticulously organised bookshelf, and two simple chairs, where
he would sit and face the student with their questions. As a student, I
would enter with questions, and Akiho would first probe my
understanding of what he taught to see if it was comprehended
before he would answer, and his answers were often in the form of
leading me through a chain of thinking that would lead to the correct
answer.”

Although on first meeting he appeared austere and reserved, he was
warm-hearted and a loyal friend. I got to know him when I was
invited to act as scientific editor of his book Metamorphism and
Metamorphic Belts (1973). He was scrupulous about accuracy and
had fallen out with his publishers’ professional editors because they
lacked scientific understanding and criticised the correct English
grammar he had mastered by great effort. We worked well together
once I had met his exacting scientific standards and agreed that he
was usually right about grammar, and I am proud that he
incorporated a few of my suggestions in the book. He supplemented
my editing fee by a far more generous donation from his royalties,

He continued to live at Albany after he retired, keenly followed
developments in metamorphic geology and was working on a book
about non-equilibrium thermodynamics in metamorphism at the time
of his death. He regularly sent me articles and books to improve my
lectures. He and Fumiko cultivated a beautiful Japanese garden and
he sent me photographs of plants and wildlife every year. They
enjoyed travelling and mountain walking and his death in July 2008
was caused by a fall while walking in a country park on the
Helderberg escarpment near his home.

Roger Mason, with grateful thanks to Tim Kusky

Call for cover photos
The Editorial Board of the Quarterly Journal of Engineering Geology & Hydrogeology is seeking
pictures for use on the cover of the 2011 volume. A series of interesting
and visually stimulating photographs have adorned the journal
cover in recent years (see: http://qjegh.lyellcollection.org/)
and we are seeking a new picture with engineering
geology and/or hydrogeological interest for 2011.
Photographs must be:
• Of an interesting engineering geology and/or
hydrogeology theme and of high aesthetic value.
• A high resolution digital file (normally >2MB).
• Landscape orientation.

The 2008 QJEGH cover picture

• Owned by the contributor, and be reproducible on the
cover of QJEGH without copyright restrictions. (Other
images may be considered, but the contributor of the
image will need to ensure that copyright issues are fully
addressed in advance of publication.)

• Free of corporate logos or advertising other than those that are incidental and naturally included within the picture.
• Free of any unsafe work-practices.
• Accompanied by a short text describing the content (particularly aspects of geological interest) in no more than 200 words.
Photographs should be sent to Helen Floyd-Walker (helen.floyd-walker@geolsoc.org.uk) by 30 September. A winner will be
selected by the Editorial Board.
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Eye spy

Distant Thunder

Stone masons beware! As geologist and science writer
Nina Morgan discovered, you never know who might be
watching.
As any architect
worth their salt will
tell you, when
carrying out repairs
to historic
buildings, it always pays to keep a close watch on the
workforce. This point was not lost on William
Buckland, who became the first Reader in Geology at
the University of Oxford in 1819. In 1825, when
Buckland was awarded an additional appointment as
a canon at Christ Church, Oxford, he was delegated
the additional responsibility of supervising repairs
to the college buildings. In a letter written on 10
September 1825, he confided to the Reverend W
Vernon Harcourt, a leading light in the Yorkshire
Philosophical Society, that “I find the hunting of
bricklayers and carpenters for the present entirely
supersedes that of crocodiles and hyenas.”
And once the workmen had been hired, the
supervision began. When the turrets of Tom Tower
at Christ Church were undergoing repair during the
long vacation, Buckland suspected that the
workmanship might not be up to scratch. So, recalls
his daughter, Mrs Gordon, in The Life and
Correspondence of William Buckland, D.D., FRS, “from

the windows of his house at
Christ Church, he [Buckland]
bethought him of watching the
masons through an excellent
telescope, which he used to
examine distant geological
sections, etc. At last the
unsuspecting mason, working,
as he thought, far above the
ken of man, put in a faulty bit
of stone. Buckland, on the
watch below, detected him
through the telescope, and
almost frightened the man out
of his wits when, coming into
the quadrangle, he
admonished him to bring
down directly ‘that bad bit of
stone he had just built into the
turret.’” When it comes to
stonework, you just can’t fool a geologist.
Notes: Thanks to Philip Powell of the Oxford University Museum of Natural
History for alerting me to this story, which appears in The Life and
Correspondence of William Buckland, D.D., FRS by his daughter Mrs Gordon,
published by John Murray in 1894.

If the past is the key to your present interests, why not join the History of Geology Group (HOGG)? For more information and
to read the latest HOGG newsletter, visit the HOGG website at: www.geolsoc.org.uk/hogg.
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Remarkable
Creatures
Tracy Chevalier
Published by:
Harper Collins
Publication date: 2009
ISBN: 978-0-00-717837-7
(hbk)
List price: £15.99
352 pp
www.harpercollins.co.uk
It is not often that a novel is written about a female geologist,
and so to have two palaeontological heroines in one book is
probably unique. This novel deals with the early life of Mary
Anning (1799-1847), a dinosaur hunter, and Elizabeth Philpot
(1779-1857) a fossil fish collector. The chapters alternate
between Mary’s poor, local, working girl point of view and those
of Elizabeth, a middle class London spinster who has fallen on
hard times. The book opens in 1804 with Mary musing on
surviving a lightning strike. This ‘nonconformist’ theme is echoed
throughout the book - indeed Mary is depicted as strange, having
survived experiences like nearly being buried alive in a landslide.
She is considered an outsider in her own small conservative
Dorset seaside town (“No one wants someone like me for a
wife” (p 257)), and people are afraid of her and her uncanny
ability to find ‘monsters’.
In Chapter 2, at the age of 25, Elizabeth comes to live in Lyme
with her two spinster sisters. The stage is set for these two
remarkable women to meet. The description of their first meeting
has Elizabeth describing Mary as a “tall, lean child” with “a …
face made interesting by bold, brown eyes like pebbles.” A
shared interest in fossil hunting and collecting brings these two
unlikely women together.
The differences between them - class, age, religion - are set
against a background of scientific and social conflict: the age of
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the Earth, the problem of Cuvier’s extinctions, the social
difficulties of women travelling, working, collecting. In places the
author mirrors the 19th Century writer’s habit of explaining
scientific concepts through dialogue – in this case between an
aunt and her nephew about extinction (p 293). It is pleasing to
see this particular genre developed in the book.
The strong themes of female friendship and support, set against
a backdrop of lack of acknowledgement of scientific ability and
knowledge, run throughout the book. However, I enjoyed the
fictitious way that Elizabeth Philpot gets into the “Men Only”
Geological Society to hear Conybeare’s report on the plesiosaur,
and empathised with her description of the label on her donated
fossil fish items in the Natural History Museum: “On the label the
collector was called simply Philpot, neatly sidestepping the
question of my sex”. Regarding Mary: “Her name will never be
recorded in scientific journals or books, but will be forgotten. …
A women’s life is always a compromise.”
Overall I think the book will raise awareness of both the role of
women in an 18th- 19th Century scientific context, and the
important, time consuming work of fossil hunting. I recommend it
and would put it in the same category as The Dinosaur Hunters
by Cadbury or Emma Darwin by Healey. It is a shame the author
didn’t mention Burek & Higgs 2007, but I am probably biased!

References
• Burek, C.V. & Higgs, B. 2007. The Role of Women in the History
of Geology, Geological Society of London Special Publication
No.281.
• Cadbury, D. 2001. The Dinosaur Hunters: A true story of
scientific rivalry and the discovery of the prehistoric world,
Fourth Estate.
• Healey, E. 2002. Emma Darwin, the Inspirational Wife of a
Genius, Headline Book Publishing.

Cynthia Burek,
University of Chester
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Geology of the Vredefort
Impact Structure:
A guide to sites of interest
Memoir 97 of the Council
for Geoscience

The text is well written with 138 figures, mostly
in colour, but lacks an index. The volume
provides a summary overview, and interested
readers should refer to the publications in the
reference list for more detail on particular
aspects of the structure.

Roger L. Gibson & Wolf Uwe
Reimold
Published by: CGS, South Africa
Publication date: 2008
ISBN: 978-1-920226-10-7
List price: R250.00; US$58.00
181 pp
www.geoscience.org.za

There is a much smaller analogue of Vredefort
in Western Australia, Lake Teague (now
Shoemaker), 30km in diameter and of
Mesoproterozoic age (Pirajno, 2002). At the
time of my visit in 1973, having spent a
decade of rift-valley volcanic rock mapping, I
was impressed by Nicolaysen’s counterarguments; but the 175 or so terrestrial impact
structures now recognised are mostly well
validated, and Vredefort must be.

The Vredefort Dome forms the central part of the impact structure, a 90km-wide
structural and topographic feature 120km south of Johannesburg, and set in
Archaean and Palaeoproterozoic rocks of the central Kaapvaal craton. B B Brock
and Louis Nicolaysen vigorously defended its endogenous origin in the 1960s (I
visited it with the latter), but it is now accepted as exposing the deep levels of a
giant impact structure, 300km across – both the oldest such terrestrial structure
recognised at ~2000Ma and the largest.
This memoir represents an update of Council for Geoscience Memoir 92 (2001),
incorporating new research findings, and is divided into three main parts. The first
of these, ‘Introduction and Geology’, describes the regional geological context
and provides an historical overview of research during the last century, with
emphasis on the development of hypotheses about the structure. It deals
concisely with shock metamorphism (shatter cones, PDFs, coesite and stishovite
high-shock pressure-indicator occurrences) and the age of the impact event. The
second section deals with the pre–impact evolution of the Archaean basement
complex in the core of the dome. The third section provides a field guide to 29
sites of interest.

This is a splendidly produced publication and
should be on all geological library shelves.

References
• McCall, G.J.H. 2009. Half a century of
progress on terrestrial impact structures: a
review. Earth Science Reviews, 92, 99-116.
• Pirajno, F. 2002. Geology of the Shoemaker
Impact Structure, Western Australia.
Geological Survey of Western Australia
Report No.82.

Joe McCall
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Picnic in Siluria
Format: DVD
Running time: 26m
Released by: The Woolhope Club
Produced by: Field of Vision
www.fieldofvision.co.uk

another room, their delicate constitutions being deemed unequal
to the intellectual strain of listening to such hifalutin scientific
banter). After the climb to Croft Ambrey, pausing to examine
typical fossils, the party enjoyed a picnic and commanding views
of Sir Roderick’s “kingdom”. The day finished at Aymestrey
Church, and a speech of thanks by Murchison’s inadequately
acknowledged local collaborator, the Rev. Thomas Taylor Lewis
(played by the film’s producer, Dr Paul Olver).

Published: 2008
Copies from: Dr Paul Olver, The
Buttridge, Wellington Lane, CANON
PYON, Hereford, HR4 8NL T: 01432
761693; E: paulolver@hotmail.com
Price: £12-00
www.woolhopeclub.org.uk
On 18 May 1852, members of the Woolhope Naturalists’ Field
Club (founded 1851) were taken on their first ever geological
excursion. It rained all day. But the Club was not deterred, and
the field excursion reconstructed in this charming and informative
DVD (to Croft Ambrey, near Aymestrey) took place a decade or so
later, in splendid weather.
The leader of the later excursion was the King of Siluria himself,
founder member of the Woolhope Club, Sir Roderick Impey
Murchison, then Director of the Geological Survey. Charles Lyell
was among the party. Thirty years had passed since Sir Roderick’s
first researches there, which had led him to publish The Silurian
System in 1839, so this excursion must itself have been
something of a trip down memory lane for the great man.
After an early morning train ride on the new-fangled steam
railway to Kingsland and transfer by pony and trap to Aymestrey,
the party enjoyed breakfast at the Crown Inn at nine o’clock.
There, Sir Roderick addressed the gentlemen (ladies ate in

The Woolhope Club is to be congratulated not only on the stylish
re-enactment this red-letter day from their long history, but on
framing it with a historical-geological preamble and a modernday coda (with Torrens and Olver speaking from a working quarry
in the same rocks). Spoiled as we are for filmed costume dramas
with high production values, we might wince at the videostandard texture, and the occasional gleam of polyester; but the
period re-enactment is well done and suffers mainly from being
insufficiently mud-spattered. Yet there are compensations, for not
only were the ‘extras’ drafted from the Woolhope’s membership.
This is your chance to see Prof. Hugh Torrens himself interpreting
the role of Murchison. I noticed one Mike Rosenbaum among the
cast, and was particularly delighted to recognise Mr Lawrence
Banks (playing his ancestor Richard Banks) whom, many years
ago as a young journalist, I interviewed over lunch in a private
suite somewhere in the City.
Apart from a few writerly niggles about anachronistic language
(Murchison would not, I think, have known the concept of a “role
model”) - I can think of little that could improve these delightful
26 minutes in the company of the Woolhope Club members
ancient and modern, amid the unrivalled geology of Siluria creatures of a vanished age inquiring after those of another.

Ted Nield

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ALL FELLOWS
Please remember that your journal access will be online-only in 2010.
If you wish to receive a print copy as well please be sure to choose this option when
renewing your Fellowship. The surcharge for the receipt of a print copy is £10.
For further information see
http://www.geolsoc.org.uk/gsl/geoscientist/atlarge/page6221.html
The Geological Society’s Lyell Collection journals, Special Publications and books online.
For more information visit

www.geolsoc.org.uk/LyellCollection
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Joe McCall casts his eye over the science news

In Brief
Dr Brian Mason –
an appreciation
Carboniferous
amber
Plants when damaged secrete sticky resin, which
fossilises into amber: I have previously noted the
remarkable Amber Museum at Southwold, Suffolk1,
where amber is commonly found on the beaches,
dredged up from the floor of the North Sea. The
captive insects in amber are remarkable2. Hitherto,
amber has been associated with conifers and
flowering plants and has been associated with
Mesozoic and Cenozoic rocks. Now P S Bray and K B
Anderson report Class 1 (polyabdanoid) amber from
Carboniferous rocks3. This must have been produced
by pre-conifer gymnosperms, which must have
developed biosynthetic mechanisms to produce
complex polyterpenoid resins, the biosynthetic
pathways having developed earlier than previously
believed (such ambers are typically produced by
conifers and angiosperms). The species of plant that
produced this early amber is not known, and the
amber is not distinguishable from that produced by
later angiosperms (flowering plants) which emerged
200 million years later, according to David Grimaldi
of the American Museum of Natural History, in the
same issue of Science4. However it probably did not
survive into modern times.
Refs:
1. McCall, J. 2005. Southwold amber.
Geoscientist 15(12); 9
2. Ross, A. 1998. Amber: the natural time
capsule. Natural History Museum, London;
73 pp.
3. Bray, P.S., Anderson, K.B. 2009.
Identification of Carboniferous (320 Million
Year Old) Amber. Science 326(5949); 132134.
4. Grimaldi, D. 2009.Pushing back amber
production. Science 326(5949); 51

Dr Brian Mason has died in America, aged 92. A New Zealander, he
was awarded a grant to study in Norway under V M Goldschmidt,
and went there in early 1939. When Norway was invaded, he
escaped to Sweden, and was taken in by Percy Quesnel of
Stockholm, to work on quite different mineralogical research.
Goldschmidt crossed later to Sweden, and Brian was secretly taken
to be reunited. He was awarded his doctorate by the Swedish
monarch. Sweden, although neutral, was flying ball-bearings
secretly to Aberdeen and in 1943, Brian got to Britain by air with
them, and back to New Zealand in 1944. (Goldschmidt also got to
Aberdeen.)
After a lecturing career – he could lecture ‘at the drop of a hat’ – he
went to the USA and was appointed curator of minerals at the
American Museum of Natural History, where his first work was on
meteorites. He moved later to the Smithsonian as curator of
meteorites. He wrote a brilliant book about them and carried out
many important researches, especially on the Allende (Mexico) fall.
At the age of 55, in 1976, he really came into his own with the USA
Antarctic programme, following the initial Japanese finds in Yamato
Mountains in 1969, and he is reported to have examined thin
sections of, and described, every stony meteorite, brought back to
the Smithsonian, where thin sections of every one were delivered.
I myself fell by chance into the role of part-time unpaid curator of
meteorites, with John de Laeter, in 1962 at the Western Australian
Museum. I received nothing but generous help and encouragement
from Brian: he was a lovely,
kind man, always good
company and most
entertaining in conversation.
He inspired me to maintain
a lifelong interest in
meteoritics as well as the
more usual preoccupations
of geologists. I have lost a great friend.

• Most GeoNews appears first in Geoscientist Online •
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When Memphis rocked
they believe that an inverse relationship exists
between aftershock duration and the rate of
intraplate deformation.
As in Haiti recently, aftershocks commonly follow
large-scale seismic events - the product of stress
changes induced by the main movement. Gradually,
the magnitude of aftershocks decays back to the
normal background level of seismicity. For most
large-scale earthquakes this decrease usually takes
around a decade following the main shock. At plate
boundaries, the regular motion quickly reloads
faults with new stresses, drowning out the effect of
the main earthquake. Within plate interiors,
however, with deformation occurring at rates below
one millimetre per year, reloading occurs far more
slowly, allowing aftershocks to go on occurring
hundreds of years after the event.

Earthquakes within tectonic interiors
may be the product of long aftershock
sequences, rather than present day
deformation, researchers say. Ian
Randall reports on a controversial
hypothesis.
Research published by Seth Stein (Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences,
Northwestern University) and Mian Liu (Department of Geological Sciences,
University of Missouri) has cast doubt of the whole basis of intra-plate earthquake
predictions. At plate boundaries, known tectonic motions enable reliable estimates
to be made of the likely locations of and intervals between seismic events. However,
far from such boundaries, problems arise. As Stein & Liu succinctly put it: “the
interiors of ideal plates should not deform”.
However, at present, earthquakes within continental interiors are regarded as
indicating continuing deformation, as at plate boundaries. If this is true, then past
seismic activity can be used to predict future motion, and to forecast where and
when future events might occur.
In the region of New Madrid and Charleston, USA, Magnitude 7 earthquakes in the
19th Century created, says Tom Parsons (US Geological Survey): “…two large ‘bull’seyes’ on the US National Seismic Hazard Maps”. Far from indicating continuing
strain accumulation, however, Stein & Liu believe that these earthquakes may
actually have been aftershocks from previous, large-scale events. For this reason

Aftershock sequences decay exponentially with
time; therefore it becomes possible to calculate
aftershock durations by studying the changing
magnitudes of progressive events towards the
background rate. For longer sequences, this
becomes less easy once the aftershock duration
exceeds the available historic earthquake record,
which (especially in the USA) is only up to about
two centuries at most.
In New Madrid and Charleston, if the seismic
events there form part of a declining series of
aftershocks, this must mean that the overall
potential hazard from earthquakes is falling – and
not increasing as would be the case at a plate
boundary. This would imply that time and resources
devoted to earthquake protection in these areas
might be excessive.
Stein and Liu’s argument has come in for criticism
from those who say that the window of observation
on these supposed aftershock sequences is too
small to enable scientists to make valid forecasts.
Tom Parsons says: “there is still a tendency to place
undue emphasis on known past events in hazard
assessments when trying to see the future.”
Dr Michael Ellis, (British Geological Survey) a
specialist in landscape evolution and active
tectonics and formerly Professor at the Center for
Earthquake Research and Information in the
University of Memphis, agrees. He told Geoscientist:
“In any steady-state deformation, there will be a
natural variability about some mean. Stein and Liu

• Most GeoNews appears first in Geoscientist Online •
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Lake San Cristobal, dammed by the Slumgullion Landslide, near Lake City, Colorado.
Photo courtesy: Texas A&M College of Science

are chasing the mean value and
asking if it’s steady or declining. Our
historical window, though, is likely
too short to characterise the
variability, and so we cannot yet
identify the mean value.”
Furthermore, it has been suggested
that we need to seek more
information for regions beyond
Charleston and New Madrid before
we can begin to use this theory to
draw conclusions about the nature
of the earthquake risk in a given
region.
Ellis also points out that one should
expect within continental interiors
to see deformation that is more
variable, in both space and time:
“Unlike plate boundaries, where
almost all of the deformation has
essentially collapsed onto a twodimensional plane… deformation
within continents (and more
generally, within plates) tends to be
three-dimensional, and therefore
more variously-oriented faults are
involved.”
In addition, it may be unrealistic to
assume that earthquakes in regions
such as New Madrid and Charleston
are caused solely by the slow buildup of regional deformation. Such
events could as easily be generated
by localised seismic pressures, or
larger scale processes, such as
crustal rebound due to deglaciation.
Regardless, Stein & Liu propose
that, in order to overcome the
uncertainty they believe exists
within earthquake prediction,
greater focus should be given to
studying fault networks that lie
within continental interiors. 
Ref: Nature 462, 87-89 (5 November
2009) Long aftershock sequences
within continents and implications for
earthquake hazard assessment, Seth
Stein & Mian Liu
Further reading: Geoscientist 15.7,
pp5-7 (July 2005) The largest
earthquakes in the lower 48. Ellis,
Michael Alexander.

Tides of the Earth
Slow moving landslides may be controlled by tides within the
atmosphere, writes Ian Randall*
From a study of the Slumgullion landslide, in Colorado’s San Juan mountains, Schulz, Kean & Wang of
the United States Geological Survey propose that falling air pressures reduce the drag on slip surfaces
and cause the slide to begin creeping movements. As the Slumgullion slide teeters perpetually on the
edge of failure, a very slight lowering of the normal stress reduces friction sufficiently to initiate
movement. A variation of only 0.5 KPa is thus enough to achieve failure.
Slumgullion slips at an average speed of 1cm per day and now reaches 3.9km down the mountainside.
In earth flows, the shear is spread across the failing body, and movement occurs in the manner of an
extremely viscous fluid. Researchers now believe that Slumgullion has slips confined to narrow regions
of shear at its outer edges, and that the deformation follows intermittent episodes of block-slide
processes and periods of inactivity. By comparing detailed records of slip with air pressure variations,
the researchers demonstrate a clear correlation of diurnal movement with daily atmospheric changes –
the movement occurring around three hours after periods of lowest pressure.
Not a widely recognised phenomenon, the atmospheric tides to which the slide is responding are small
changes in air pressure brought on by solar heating, and occur on a 12-hour cycle. Tides are strongest
at higher altitudes and at lower latitudes, where the warming effect of the sun is greatest. This may
help to explain Slumgullion’s susceptibility to atmospheric tides, because it is situated 3000 metres
above sea level. Schulz et al. also believe that the pressure fluctuations that accompany rapidly moving
storm systems could also play a role in triggering landslide movements.
Tidal cycles have also been recognised as causing mass movements along shear surfaces associated
with earthquakes and glacier flow. However, although atmospheric tides may play their part in other
landslides similar to Slumgullion, they are unlikely to have a major impact on the much grander, and
more familiar catastrophic movements seen on steeper, more steeply inclined slopes. The triggers of
such larger landslides are better understood, with heavy rainfall often given as the major cause of slips.
Water seeping into the ground increases hydrostatic pore pressures and by thus reducing the frictional
strength along the shear surfaces, causes rock masses to fail more easily.
Despite its generally slow rates of creep today, the Slumgullion slide is thought to have begun life
between 800 and 900 years ago as a catastrophic flow, large and sudden enough to enough to dam
the valley of the Gunnison river. The resulting mass of water that was impounded, Lake San Cristobal, is
today one of Colorado’s largest lakes (picture).
Trivia: The Slumgullion Landslide got its peculiar name from the resemblance of the local yellow loam
soil to Slumgullion stew. 
Ref: Landslide movement in southwest Colorado triggered by atmospheric tides William H. Schulz,
Jason W. Kean, Gonghui Wang Nature Geoscience 2, 863-866 (1 November 2009)

* Ian Randall is a geologist studying science journalism, currently working as an intern at Geoscientist.
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Glaciers

– science

Cliff Ollier* takes issue
with some common
misconceptions about
how ice-sheets move,
and doubts many
pronouncements about
the “collapse” of the
planet’s ice sheets.

Photo: Pat Quilty

In these days of warnings about climate change, the ice sheets of
Greenland and Antarctica play an important role. Alan Carlin wrote
“Hansen et al. believe that the most likely and most critical of these
dangerous effects is the possibility of substantial sea level rise due to
the breakup of parts or all of the ice sheets covering Greenland and
West Antarctica.” (my emphasis).
Alarm started with ‘global warming’ but the most graphic scare is still
of rising sea levels, and many articles continue to appear, describing
sea level rise of many metres caused by the melting of the icesheets.
Like the original warming scares, the melting scares are based on
models, and poor models at that. The commonest one is the notion
that glaciers slide downhill, lubricated by meltwater, and that this can
pass a threshold and lead to melting of all the icesheets and a
runaway rise in sea level. The sliding hypothesis was the best
available to De Saussure (1779), but we have learned a lot since then
– but it has been forgotten again in many modern models.
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The mechanism of glacier flow was long controversial, as observers
tried to reconcile the solidness of ice with its ability to flow as a nonrigid body. Early experimenters placed lines of sticks across glaciers
and found the middle moved faster than the edges – there was
plasticity in the ice. Fierce controversies raged and brought in
occasional new aspects of physics (such as regelation), but it was not
until the crystallography of ice could be studied that real progress
was made. The crystals in a glacier take on a preferred orientation as
they travel down glacier. The crystals of ice at the glacier terminus
may be a thousand times bigger than those at the source. How can
this be? Scientist in the 1940s such as Max Perutz (a Nobel Prize
winner in Physics, not Peace!) explained glaciers as being like a
metamorphic rock consisting of one mineral, which flowed by a
process called creep (and incidentally developed petrofabric
properties not explained in other models).
It is also worth noting the geometry and age of the great icecaps. The
Greenland, East Antarctica and West Antarctica ice sheets occupy

FEATURE

and nonsense

kilometre-deep basins, and the ice cannot possibly slide downhill – it
has to flow uphill. In simple numbers the Greenland icecap has
existed for three million years and the Antarctic Ice sheets 30 million.
Why such contrast between the two hemispheres? The idea that
both simply respond to average temperatures of today is
oversimplified.

Glacier budget
Glaciers grow, flow and melt continuously, with a budget of gains
and losses. Snow falls on high ground. It compacts with time, air is
extruded, and it turns into solid ice. More precipitation of snow forms
another layer on the top, which goes through the same process, so
the ice grows thicker by the addition of new layers at the surface. This
stratified ice preserves data on temperature and carbon dioxide over
hundreds of thousands of years. When the ice is thick enough it
starts to flow under the force of gravity, and when it reaches a lower
altitude or latitude where temperature is higher it starts to melt and
evaporate (ablate).

If growth and melting balance, the glacier appears to be ‘stationary’.
If precipitation exceeds melting the glacier advances: if melting
exceeds precipitation the glacier recedes, but there will be a time lag
between cause and effect.
In ice sheets it may take many thousands of years for ice to flow from
the accumulation area to the melting area. The balance between
movement and melting therefore does not relate to today’s climate,
but to the climate thousands of years ago.

How glaciers move
Glacier flow is by a process called creep, essentially the movement of
molecules from one crystal to another. Ice crystals are in the
hexagonal system with glide planes parallel to the base. In lake ice,
the c-axes are vertical and the glide planes all parallel to the lake
surface, so a push parallel to the glide planes deforms the ice readily.
Greater stress is needed to deform ice perpendicularly to these glide
planes (Figure 1). In the absence of any stress, an individual grain of
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ice will lose as many molecules as it gains, and so remain unchanged.
A stressed crystal will lose more molecules than it gains and so
shrink, while a nearby unstressed grain will gain more than it loses,
and grow. In this way glacier ice acquires a preferred petrofabric
orientation. The ice crystals at a glacier snout have a volume about a
thousand times greater than that of the first-formed ice crystals at the
source of the glacier. These observations cannot be explained by
mechanisms that ignore the creep mechanism of glacier flow.

Creep - proportional to temperature
The closer the temperature comes to melting point, the greater the
creep rate. In experiments at a fixed stress it was found that the creep
rate at -1oC is 1000 times greater than at -20oC. In valley glaciers
the ice is almost everywhere at the prevailing melting point of ice,
because the latent heat of ice is very much greater than its specific
heat. Very little heat is required to raise the temperature of an ice
block from -1oC to 0oC - it takes 80 times as much heat to turn the
same ice block at 0oC into water at 0oC. Because the temperature
does not vary in valley glaciers, they are unaffected by this first law of
creep.
Ice caps are very different. They are cooled at the surface to
temperatures far below freezing point, which removes their capacity
to flow. Ice caps can be kilometres thick, and their warmest part is
actually the base, where the ice is warmed by geothermal heat, and
where flow is concentrated. It is because only the lower part of ice
sheets can flow that the great thicknesses of stratified ice found in ice
cores can accumulate in the upper part.
At Vostok, Antarctica, during the month of July 1987 the surface
temperature never rose above -72.2oC. At these temperatures ice
cannot flow under the pressures that prevail near surface. Warming
has no effect at such low temperatures because ice will not flow any
faster at -60oC than at -70oC.

Creep - proportional to stress
Stress in this context is proportional to the weight of overlying ice.
The greater the weight, the faster the flow. This explains why the
stratified ice revealed in ice cores can only persist to a certain depth.
When the weight of the overlying pile reaches a threshold, the ice
starts to flow and the stratification is destroyed. In the Vostok cores
the undisturbed ice continued to a depth of 3310m when yield stress
was reached and the ice flowed.
The threshold boundary between non-flowing ice and flowing ice
marks the yield stress level. The brittle upper ice in an alpine glacier is
a solid being carried along on plastic ice beneath. A valley glacier
flows faster in the middle than at the edges, and the solid, brittle ice
is broken up by a series of cracks called crevasses. The base of
crevasses marks the position of the yield stress and the transition
from brittle to plastic ice. In Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets
crevasses occur where the ice is flowing towards the edge, but not in
the areas of accumulation.
Meltwater can only penetrate through the ice if crevasses reach the
base. If the yield stress level is reached before bedrock, meltwater
cannot reach the base. All those theories based on ice sliding on a
lubricated base have very limited application.
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There is no surface melting of icecaps
The stratified ice is of great age. In Greenland, several ice-cores have
more than 3km of undisturbed ice which go back in time for over
105,000 years - far less than the Antarctic equivalent. The Vostok
cores in Antarctica provide data for the past 414,000 years before the
ice starts to deform by flow. Dome F core reached 3035m and Dome
C core 3309m, both dating back to 720,000 years. The EPICA core in
Antarctica goes back to 760,000 years, and retains complete records
of deposition, although temperatures at times during that period have
been higher than today. They do not fit a model of surface melting,
either now or in the past. After three quarters of a million years of
documented continuous accumulation, how can we believe that right
now the world’s ice sheets are “collapsing”?

Glacial surges
Climate alarmists note some glaciers that have increased in speed,
and attribute this directly to climate warming. It is much better
explained, however, by known laws of creep. The speed of valley
glaciers is rather variable. Sometimes a valley glacier will flow several
times faster than it did earlier. Suppose we had a long period of heavy
precipitation. This would cause a thickening of the ice, and more rapid
glacial flow. The pulse of more rapid flow would eventually pass down
the valley. The increase in flow rate is not related to present day air
temperature, but to increased precipitation long ago. Hubbard
Glacier surged in 1986, at the height of the global warming that took
place between 1975 and 1998.

Pulling glaciers to the sea
A number of papers give the impression that melting of glacial ice at
the sea somehow causes the glacier to flow faster. Hubbard Glacier is
the largest tidewater glacier on the North American continent. Since it
was first mapped in 1895 it has been thickening and advancing (at a
rate of 25m per year), even though smaller glaciers in the vicinity
have been retreating. Why?
One ‘explanation’ (USGS 2007) says: “This atypical behaviour is
an important example of a calving glacier cycle in which
glacier advance and retreat is controlled more by the
mechanics of terminus calving than by climate
fluctuations.” But glaciers are pushed by the weight
of the glacier, not sucked by the calving at the
ice front, and destruction at the ice front
does not depend on present day climate.
And why should calving cause an
advance?
The cause of the advance is most
likely that the glacier has been
thickening since 1895, a
feature described since the
first observations were made.
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Fig. 1. (a) Ice crystallises in the hexagonal system, with glide planes parallel to the base. In lake ice the
c-axes of the crystals are vertical and the glide planes parallel to the water surface. (b) Crystal deformed
plastically by shear stress parallel to the glide planes. (c) Elastic deformation of a crystal by strain normal to
the glide planes.

Fig. 2. Diagrammatic long section of a glacier showing the effect of yield stress. The lower part of the
glacier consists of ice stressed beyond yield stress, so its flow will be plastic. The upper part consists of
ice with stress below yield stress, so it is brittle and cracks to form crevasses as it is carried downglacier.
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Related false notions

of flow of the ice. The rate of flow of ice does

The breakup of ice sheets

not depend on the present climate, but on the

Wherever ice sheets or glaciers reach the sea, the ice floats and eventually breaks off
to form icebergs. It is part of the glacial budget: the glaciers never flowed on to the
equator. Icebergs have always been with us, and Captain Cook saw icebergs on his
search for the great south land.

amount of ice already accumulated, and the

Yet we are shown many movies of ice sheets collapsing, and are told it is a sign of
global warming. In fact although the break-up of ice sheets is simply part of the
glacier budget, observers seem surprised by the size and suddenness of what they
see. In 2007, when a piece of the Greenland ice shelf broke away, interviewed
scientists said they were surprised at how suddenly it happened. How else but
suddenly would a piece of ice shelf break off? The actual break is inevitably a sudden
event – but one that can easily be built into a global warming horror scenario. The
point to remember is that the release of icebergs at the edge of an ice cap does not
in any way reflect present-day temperature.
The Hubbard Glacier in Alaska has long been a favourite place for tourists to witness
the collapse of an ice front 10km long and 27m high, sometimes producing icebergs
the size of ten-storey buildings. One tourist wrote “Hubbard Glacier is very active
and we didn’t have long to wait for it to calve.” Yet remember the Hubbard Glacier is
advancing at 25 metres per year!

ice sheet will keep flowing for a very long
time. The ice cores show that the stratified ice
has accumulated over half a million years and
has not been deformed, remelted or
‘collapsed’. Variations in melting around the
edges of ice sheets are no indication that they
are collapsing, but reflect past rates of snow
and ice accumulation in their interior. Indeed
‘collapse’ is impossible.

The modern scene
All this suggests that the present climate has
limited effect on melting ice and rising sea
levels, but since the alarmists keep up their
horror stories it is good to know that even the
present times are not all bad. A recent paper is
entitled “A doubling in snow accumulation in
the western Antarctic Peninsula since 1850
(Thomas et al. 2008). Another reports that
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It is easy to raise alarms over a large break. In 2009 Peter Garrett [Australian Minister
for the Environment] claimed the break-up of the Wilkins ice shelf in West Antarctica
“indicated sea level rises of six metres were possible by the end of the century, and
that ice was melting across the continent”. Actually, when floating ice melts there is
no change in sea level (by Archimedes’ Principle).

“The East Antarctic ice-sheet north of 81.6oS

Ice sheet “collapse”

Wingham et al. (2006) wrote: “We show that

Claims that ice sheets ‘collapse’ are based on false concepts. Glaciers do not slide on
their bellies, lubricated by meltwater. Ice sheets do not melt from the surface down –
they melt only at the edges. Once the edges are lost, further loss depends on the rate

72% of the Antarctic ice sheet is gaining 27 ±
29 Gt yr-1, a sink of ocean mass sufficient to

Geoscientist

increased in mass by 45 ± 7 billion metric
tons per year from 1992 to 2003 … enough
to slow sea-level rise by 0.12 ±0.002
millimetres per year” Davis et al. 2005.

lower global sea levels by 0.08 mm yr-1.” 
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REFERENCES AND FURTHER READING
Christoffersen and Hambrey (2006) published a typical alarmist
paper on the Greenland ice sheet, and their predictions are based
on the concept of an ice sheet sliding down an inclined plane, on
a base lubricated by meltwater, which is itself increasing because
of global warming. The same misconception is present in textbooks
such as Wilson et al. (2000), popular magazines like National
Geographic (2007) and scientific articles such as Bamber et al.
(2007), which is a typical modelling contribution. Alley et al.
(2008) wrote a paper optimistically entitled Understanding Glacier
Flow in Changing Times which is all about the role of meltwater
reaching the base of the Greenland Glacier and speeding up ice
flow, and also delivering heat to the glacier bed. If you can find it,
the early article by Perutz is brilliant.
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Landscapes into Rock

Advances in Carbonate
Exploration and
Reservoir Analysis
Thursday 4 - Friday 5 November 2010

21 – 23 September 2010

The Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London

CALL FOR PAPERS, DEADLINE 31 MAY
Please visit our website or contact us on the details below for further information
The aim of this meeting is to bring together geoscientists
from different sub-disciplines to address the problem
of the interactions between erosional and depositional
landscapes, sediment routing systems and the building of
stratigraphy. By studying these interactions we gain a better
understanding of the dynamics of the coupling between
exhumation, erosion, transport and deposition of sediment
in source to sink systems, and an enhanced ability to invert
stratigraphy for forcing mechanisms.

CONVENERS
Philip Allen
Imperial College London

Hugh Sinclair
Edinburgh University

Paul Bishop
Glasgow University

Robert Gawthorpe
Manchester University

CONFERENCE THEMES:
THE EROSIONAL ENGINE
THE DYNAMICS OF SEDIMENT ROUTING SYSTEMS
LANDSCAPES INTO ROCK: THE MAKING OF STRATIGRAPHY
INTEGRATIVE STUDIES OF SEDIMENT ROUTING
AND THE PETROLEUM SYSTEM
For further information about submitting a paper, please visit our website at
www.geolsoc.org.uk/williamsmith2010, or contact us on:
The Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, W1J 0BG.
Tel: 020 7432 0981
Email: alys.hilbourne@geolsoc.org.uk

Convenors:

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS - to be submitted by 30th April 2010

Joanna Garland

Themes including, but not limited to:

(Cambridge
Carbonates Ltd)

• Carbonates of North Africa, South Atlantic, Middle East and analogues

Joyce Neilson

• Impact on reservoir quality of fracture-related diagenesis and burial karst

(University of Aberdeen)

• Faults/fractures, karst and interaction with sequence stratigraphy
• Geomodelling of carbonate reservoirs
• Advances in outcrop studies

Steve Laubach

• Developments in carbonate sequence stratigraphy

(BEG)

• Syn-rift mixed clastics/carbonates

Kate Whidden

Confirmed keynote speakers:

(USGS)

Susan Agar - ExxonMobil (faults/fractures), Trevor Burchette - BP (Industry perspective on
carbonates), Wolfgang Blendinger - TU Clausthal (Geomodelling), Al Fraser - BP (North Africa),
Andrew Horbury - Cambridge Carbonates Ltd (Iraq), Charlie Kerans - University of Texas (Karst
interaction with sequence stratigraphy), Paul Wright - BG & University of Cardiff (South Atlantic)

To submit an abstract or for further information please contact:
Steve Whalley, Events Co-ordinator: +44 207 432 0980,
or email: steve.whalley@geolsoc.org.uk

At the forefront of petroleum geoscience
www.geolsoc.org.uk/petroleum
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Society Business
Renew now!
Every year at this time we remind Fellows to renew
their Fellowship for the current year, or face being
struck off – and the subsequent inconvenience of having to
re-apply. For the Geological Society late payment results each year in
additional costs and administration. In this economic climate, we
ensure that optimum use is made of Society resources and we rely on
the support of Fellows to achieve this. Time is running out for you to
renew your Fellowship. To ensure that you continue to support and
belong to your professional body, please renew today, preferably online
via the website; or you can call Burlington House and ask for the
Fellowship Department.

Last admissions
to the
Apartments
From 6 April, new
arrangements will apply for
those wishing to be admitted
after 1700.
Council decided on 28 January that the Society would introduce a “last
admission” policy similar to other organisations, such as museums. The
building will remain open from 0930 until 1730 as at present, but any Fellow
wishing to be admitted after 1700 may come by prior arrangement only – and
should telephone Reception to this effect no later than midday. DR

Vote! Vote! Vote!
Edmund Nickless, Executive Secretary, writes:
Nominations for Council were published in February Geoscientist.
The total number of Fellows who voted in 2009 was a mere 802, from
an electorate of nearly 10,000. We seem to be heading for a similarly
low turnout in 2010.
This year we are particularly fortunate in having a very strong field of
candidates running for Council. These
people have committed to give their
time to serve the Society if elected – so
please, give a very little of your time to
vote. Unless there is a reasonable
turnout, it will be difficult to encourage
people to stand in future.

Sir Peter Kent Lecture

Tour de force
Sir David King
accentuated the
positive in the Sir
Peter Kent Lecture
2010, “Climate
Change as a Global
Shifting Force”.
Ted Nield was there.
Ten thousand years ago, global warming released the Earth from the
grip of the Ice Age, allowing our species to expand over the globe.
Now, the result of our population growth is a further warming that
threatens our existence. Yet uniting to face this global threat could
prove to be our finest hour, Sir David King (former Chief Scientific
Adviser, now at Oxford’s Smith School of Enterprise and
Environment) told the Society on January 7.
London’s own mini ice-age had unfortunately caused some to stay
away, and reduced what would have been a capacity audience.
Nevertheless, almost 100 Fellows and guests who braved the cold
were treated to a wide-ranging survey of climate change’s
consequences to which our response could either be positive or
negative. The trick for the human family, King said, was to have the
wisdom to know the difference – wisdom that could only come from
scientific understanding of the Earth system.
The Boxing Day tsunami of 2004 was the perfect example of a
profound mismatch between the knowledge held by the scientific
community, and awareness among politicians. Combating this
mismatch (the principal motivation behind the recent UN
International Year of Planet Earth) will mean mobilising the will of a
political caste over issues beyond its knowledge and far beyond any
single nation’s control. This was the reason why it had taken the
deaths of a quarter of a million people around the Indian Ocean
that day to drum up the $30 needed to set up a Pacific-style
tsunami early warning system - previous calls for which had gone
unheeded.

The progress of science has brought immeasurable benefits; but as
King pointed out this success has brought problems in its wake. As
more people live to maturity, more children are born (for at least
two generations, before rising educational standards cause birth
rates to level off). Inexorably, by the middle of this century, the
Earth will have to support nine billion human beings and no amount
of contraception programmes and education will make much
difference. Moreover, the rising expectations
of life among those coming generations will
make their impact even more environmentally
The dates for meetings of Council and Ordinary General Meetings until June 2010 shall be as follows:
burdensome.
Council: 21 April. OGMs: 28 January; 21 April

Council meetings and OGMs
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For each of the many problems that we face as a result of climate change, we
may develop technical fixes; but any we adopt should not make matters worse.
For example, the response of the Australian State of Victoria to its continuing (10year) drought has been to build desalination plants. One third of the State’s
water now comes from these – whose demand for energy contributes to global
warming and further exacerbates the drought. Clearly this is not sustainable.
Water will be central to the future sustainability of world population. Fifty
percent more crops will need to be grown worldwide to feed the multitudes, so
getting “more crop per drop” will be essential. Maintaining “ecosystem support”
in this new world will mean much more than saving coelacanths or preserving
polar bears. We will have to think not of individual species but whole functioning
ecosystems to help keep the planet working for us rather than against us.
In King’s view, climate change takes politicians into unfamiliar – though not
wholly untrodden - political territory. They have acted concertedly before, though
on smaller scales, and environmental gains have been made. Controlling car
exhausts with catalytic converters is making photochemical smog a thing of the
past in cities. The Montreal accord led to the banning of CFCs in response to the
observed loss of ozone at the poles. When the Han Dynasty desertified China’s
Loess Plateau through over-cultivation, they moved the population to the Beijing
region and changed to more sustainable farming practices. Now, the modern
Chinese government is replanting these badlands so quickly that the whole area
(whose catastrophic erosion gave the Yellow River its tincture) should be
rehabilitated by 2020.
Clearly then, we can react in two contrasting ways to the challenges ahead. We
could allow individual states to use their strength to secure the resources they
need by appropriating it from others. Such “resource wars” – of which those in
Iraq may one day be seen as the first – can only be temporary solutions because
they are ultimately unsustainable. But responding more imaginatively to oil
shortage, for example by developing sustainable biofuels (as in Brazil) could
render such conflicts obsolete and make transport energy sources carbon neutral
within decades.
In a complex system even our “positive” responses can create negative
repercussions when undertaken without coordination. The US’s decision to add
bio-ethanol to motor fuel (motivated less by environmental concern than the need
to subsidise US farmers while lowering dependence on foreign-sourced energy)
raised world cereal prices by two or three times. This adversely affected many of
the poorest people worldwide, who could no longer afford their staple.
Misplaced concern over new scientific methods among developed nations also
impacted upon the most vulnerable, King said. The EU ban on genetically
modified (GM) crops had been a “lifestyle choice” that had, by its bad example,
caused starvation in countries where the luxury of such choices did not exist. The
resulting worldwide political resistance to using GM technology had delayed the
introduction of flood-resistant rice strains by 13 years. And so, when floods in
rice-growing areas coincided with the price hike caused by US biofuel policies, rice
harvests were needlessly decimated, forcing prices higher still.
Tackling climate change in all its manifestations will require the globalisation of
government. But while industries globalise naturally, governments only do so
reluctantly. Visionary leadership – particularly from the US and China – is now
essential if we are ever to reach a solution. It will take a repeat of the sort of
trans-national idealism that inspired the best minds after two world wars and
brought us the United Nations, King concluded. That, surely, would be nothing if
not a positive outcome from the challenge of an otherwise implacable common
enemy.

Society Awards
2010
The Society is delighted to announce the names of the
winners of its medals and funds 2010 and offers all its
heartiest congratulations.
Rick Sibson (Wollaston Medal); Bill Ruddiman (Lyell
Medal); Randall Parrish (Murchison Medal); Henry
Posamentier (William Smith Medal); Richard Curtis
Selley (Coke Medal); Euan Neilson Kerr Clarkson (Coke
Medal); Sara Russell (Bigsby Medal); Peter Furneaux
Friend (Prestwich Medal); Jurassic Coast World
Heritage Site core team (R H Worth Prize); Zoe
Shipton (William Smith Fund); Kirsty Penkman (Lyell
Fund) Margaret Wood (Distinguished Service Award)
Laura Robinson (President’s Award) Tom Dunkley Jones
(President’s Award) Tom Gernon (President’s Award).
The Awards will be presented at President’s Day, to be
held on 2 June 2010.

The Geological
Society Club

The Geological Society Club, the successor to the body
that gave birth to the Society in 1807, meets monthly
(except over the field season!) at 6.30 for 7.00 in the
Athenaeum Club, Pall Mall. Once a year there is also
a special dinner at Burlington House. New diners are
always welcome, especially from among younger
Fellows. Dinner costs £45 for a four-course meal,
including coffee and port. The Founders’ Dinner has its
own price structure. There is a cash bar for the
purchase of aperitifs and wine. Next year two
meetings will be held at new venues yet to be
arranged.
Please note – you should keep checking dates here as
they may be subject to change without notice.
2010: 17 March; 21 April (Burlington House) 19 May
(Venue tba)
Any Fellow of the Society wishing to dine should
contact Dr Andy Fleet, Secretary to the Geological
Society Dining Club, Department of Mineralogy, The
Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London SW7
5BD. Email: a.fleet@nhm.ac.uk - from whom further
details may be obtained. DR
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PGRF to join PETEX in 2010
PETEX 2010 will incorporate the Petroleum Geoscience Research Forum
(renamed the “Petroleum Geoscience Research Collaboration Showcase”),
reports Adler de Wind.
The yearly international conference known as
the Petroleum Geoscience Research Forum
(PGRF) promotes state-of-the-art petroleum
geoscience research being carried out
collaboratively between industry and academia.
The aim of the annual conference has always
been to bring together academic researchers
and industry end-users and to provide an
early-stage forum for current post-doctoral and
postgraduate research. “It has always provided
an excellent opportunity for industry and
academia to interact, share ideas, get inspired,
and to encourage and develop future
collaborative research links” says Stuart Archer
(University of Aberdeen). “This conference
has historically also been an excellent
opportunity for post-graduates to meet
potential future employers and vice versa.”
In 2010, however, this will all change. “There
is a strong will among both conveners and the
sponsoring organisations (Petroleum Group,
PESGB and AAPG) to keep this important
collaboration conference alive” says Mads
Huuse (University of Manchester). Joyce
Neilson (Aberdeen) agrees. “There is a
consensus view that the concept of a conference
that focuses on the interaction between
industry and academia is equally important to
both communities and should definitely be
continued” she says.
In an attempt to improve participation and to
increase the forum’s impact and value, the
Forum will be linked to the massive PETEX
conference, starting this year at PETEX 2010
(Earls Court Two, November 23-25). “The
Forum will retain its identity, and will run as a
“conference within a conference” to continue to
promote and showcase young petroleum
geoscience” Chris Jackson (Imperial College)
told Geoscientist. But PETEX is biennial, so in
the intervening years PGRF will be free to roam
to different academic institutions; a move that
Stuart Archer feels neatly embodies the
“crossover” nature of the Forum through the
years.
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Overview of the 2008 meeting in Aberdeen
After being held for several years at Burlington House, the home of the
Geological Society, the Collaborative Conference moved to Aberdeen, the
home of the UK oil and gas industry. A full conference programme was
planned and consisted of:
• a field trip on Day 1 to the Old Red Sandstone Boulder Beds at Dunnottar
Castle and the Highland Boundary Fault north of Stonehaven, led by
Professor Nigel Trewin of the University of Aberdeen
• a core workshop on Day 2, hosted by Stuart Archer and colleagues from
ConocoPhillips. The workshop focused on classic North Sea core material
from a variety of play types, ranging from fractured basement through
various siliciclastic environments to chalk. The core workshop was
followed up by a visit to Weatherford’s land-rig facilities
• a further two day technical programme of talks and posters held at the
Northern Hotel.
Technical programme
As is typical of this conference, the talks and posters were of a high technical
standard and there was lively interaction between delegates during
deliberately lengthy question and answer sessions. Prizes were awarded for
the best talk and posters, the recipients being:
• Best talk: Zayana Al-Aisri (Newcastle) – Controls on biodegradation in North
Oman
• Best poster: David Moy (Durham) – The tectono-stratigraphic evolution of the
NW Voring Basin, offshore Norway
• Highly commended: Rachel Kieft (Imperial), Ewa Szarawarska (Aberdeen)
and Jennifer Martin (Durham).
The best talk and the best poster winners received invitations to the 2009
Petroleum Group Dinner, with accommodation and travel expenses being
covered by the Geological Society. In addition, the winners also received a
Geological Society of London publication of their choice. Those students
that were highly commended received a Geological Society of London Special
Publication of their choice.
Although the bulk of the presentations focused on the applied research of the
‘younger geoscientist’, the keynote talks delivered by more-experienced
geoscientists were especially well received. They were delivered by Stuart
Harker (Circle Oil and AAPG), Joe MacQuaker (Memorial University),
Andrew Hurst (Aberdeen University), Bruce Tocher (StatoilHydro), Roy
Davies (Rocksource) and Richard Davies (Durham University). Their talks
covered a range of subjects including life in the oil industry with both large
and small companies, how industry and academia interact, source rocks,
mud volcanoes and commercialisation of intellectual property derived from
research. In total, 43 delegates attended, but with only 11 industry delegates
this highlighted the difficulty of attracting industrial involvement with the
conference in its current format. 
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A highlight of the project was an evening of
performance at the Royal Society, featuring a screening
of the animations and a performance of ‘Darwin the
Opera’ by Year 5 pupils from St Vincent de Paul
Primary School. The latter was complete with such
songs as ‘I think’ (derived from Darwin’s famous
doodle - picture) and ‘I’m ten steps away from an
ape’ – a bit like Ten Green Bottles, but based on
evolutionary theory rather than the traditional
gravitationally inspired storyline.

Darwin in
Westminster
Organisations across
Westminster having been
joining forces in the past year
to celebrate Charles Darwin’s
association with the city,
reports Sarah Day.
‘Charles Darwin: a Genius in the Heart of London’ celebrates the
200th anniversary of the scientist’s birth, and brings together the
Linnean Society of London, Westminster Archives, Westminster
Abbey, the Royal Society, the Geological Society of London, the
Zoological Society of London and The Royal Geographical Society.
The partners have been working together to coordinate a variety
of activities, designed to enable people of all ages to find out
more about Darwin’s life and work. Participants have been taking
part in drama workshops, debates, performances and creative
projects since May 2009, culminating in a month of activities in
November, the month On the Origin of Species was published in
1859.
Over the summer, students from Soho Parish Primary School
took part in animation workshops, whilst children from Kent and
Action for Children took a trip to Down house where Darwin
lived for over 40 years, to put together further animated scenes
from Darwin’s life. At the other end of the age spectrum, Senior
Citizens from the Westminster Community Reminiscence and
Archive Group put together a needlework collage depicting the
voyage of the Beagle, working with Year 4 pupils from St.
Matthew’s Primary School.

The Geological Society’s main contribution has
been a series of workshops, delivered to primary school
groups at the Westminster Archives and at Burlington House,
giving children the opportunity to handle and classify rocks and
fossils. As well as tying in with the Key Stage 2 Rocks and Soils
Unit, the workshops were an opportunity for pupils to experience
geology in a hands-on environment. Many pupils left full of
enthusiasm about the possibility of becoming a scientist
themselves one day.
The Society also contributed to a series of panels, each provided
by a partner organisation, to form a display highlighting the
various facets of Darwin’s career, from ‘Darwin the Geologist’ to
‘Darwin and Evolution’. The display has already been showcased
in Westminster Cathedral, Westminster Archives, the Royal
Society and the Linnean Society, and will be available to view at
the Geological Society throughout March.
Find out more about the Charles Darwin: A Genius in the Heart
of Westminster project by visiting the website,
www.darwininlondon.co.uk, where you can also view the
animation project. The display will be available to view in the
Geological Society’s Lower Library throughout March. Members
of the public can view the exhibition on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday afternoons from 1400, by calling in advance
(020 7434 9944). Fellows and Friends of the Society may visit at
any time during normal opening hours, subject to availability.

Friends of the Society
Having received many
requests from
attendees at our
popular Shell Lecture
Series about how they
could become part of
The Geological Society,
we were delighted last year to announce the launch of our new
Friends scheme. We have since been inundated with registration
forms and have asked all potential ‘Friends’ to pay, if possible, via
direct debit.
This method of payment enables us to keep the cost of the scheme
to a very reasonable £35 per year. In addition, once set up, we can

automatically renew Friends’ membership annually. At the time of writing we have made
an initial collection of fees, and letters of welcome are about to be sent to this first group.

What’s in store for Friends?
Particular events to highlight include:
• Shell lecture on 10 March (see website for details)
• Friends can view the Darwin exhibition at Burlington House from 1 March 2010 until
• Planning is under way for a ‘Friends only’ event later in 2010. Further details will be
circulated when available.
Please remember that the Friends scheme is only available to those who do not qualify for
another membership status. If this applies to you, and you would like to register your
interest, please get in touch with Judi Lakin (judi.lakin@geolsoc.org.uk) or complete the
registration form online at www.geolsoc.org.uk.
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Shell London Lecture Series
The Search for Source Rocks on Mars
Speaker: John Grotzinger (Caltech)
Date:
Wednesday 14 April 2010
Recent rover and orbiter missions to Mars show that sedimentary rocks are surprisingly
common. Constrained to be billions of years old, these rocks are remarkably well preserved
and represent diverse aeolian, fluvial, deltaic, and evaporitic environments. Combined
observations indicate that sulphate-rich sedimentary rocks may be most abundant and are
globally widespread over many hundreds of sq. km at low latitudes, forming thickness in
excess of 2000m. Facies observed by the Mars Exploration Rover Opportunity are dominated
by porous aeolian deposits with local fluvial reworking. Incipient evaporite playa facies,
dominated by Ca and Mg sulphates, are also present.

he is the Project Scientist for the Mars
Science Laboratory Rover mission due to
launch in 2011. He is also a member of
the Mars Exploration Rover Science
Team, and HiRISE camera imaging team
on Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. He is
the Fletcher Jones Professor of
Geological Sciences at Caltech.

The success of the MER mission stimulated development of an even more capable rover:
Mars Science Laboratory (MSL), due to launch in 2009. The primary goal of MSL will be to
directly assess the present and past habitability of Martian sedimentary rocks. MSL will
include instruments capable of detecting organic compounds, measuring TOC, and
determining the isotopic composition of biologically important elements such as C and
S. Landing sites will be chosen that optimize the chance to encounter low energy
sedimentary environments that maximize the accumulation of organic matter and
preservation of potential biomarkers. Evaporites are strong candidates because of their
known potential to preserve organic matter. A second important target would be clay-rich
mudstones deposited in fluvio-deltaic or lacustrine settings. The detection of these
environments must be based on orbital remote sensing, using spectroscopic data to detect
preferred minerals, and image data to map depositional sequences and predict where fine
grained rocks and evaporites are likely to occur.

Further information

John Grotzinger is a geologist interested in the evolution of surficial environments on
Earth and Mars. Field and subsurface exploration-scale mapping studies are the starting
point for more topical laboratory-based studies involving geochemical, geologic, and
geochronological techniques. He has a decade-long involvement with Petroleum
Development Oman focused on production from intrasalt carbonate reservoirs. Currently,

Please visit our website
www.geolsoc.org.uk/shelllondonlectures10.
Entry to each lecture is by ticket only. To
obtain a ticket please contact Alys
Hilbourne. Due to the popularity of this
lecture series, tickets are allocated in a
monthly ballot and we cannot guarantee
that you will get tickets when they are
requested.
Contact: Alys Hilbourne, Event Manager,
The Geological Society, Burlington House,
Piccadilly, London W1J 0BG,
T: +44 (0) 20 7432 0981
E: alys.hilbourne@geolsoc.org.uk.

Climate change statement
The Society has decided to prepare a position
statement on climate change, reports Sarah Day
In response to enquiries from Fellows as well as members of the public, the Geological Society
has decided to prepare a position statement on climate change. A drafting group has been
convened, which will prepare a document summarising the geological evidence. The resulting
document will aim to provide a clear and concise summation, accessible to a general audience,
of the scientific certainties and uncertainties; as well as including references to further
sources of information.
The drafting group met on 18 February, and are currently working on finalising a draft
statement. This will be discussed, revised and agreed by the External Relations Committee,
and by Council, prior to publication.
•Fellows wishing to contribute comments for consideration by the drafting group are invited to send their thoughts to Sarah Day at
sarah.day@geolsoc.org.uk, by 15 March.
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From the Library

The library is open to visitors

Monday-Friday 0930-1730.

From Gutenberg to
Google
Past president Peter Styles introduces the Library
Acquisitions Review.
I know that there must be many Fellows who, like me, believe that if
there is a Heaven (and they get chosen to go there) it will be a lot like
the Geological Society Library in Burlington House. However, I also
understand that there many other Fellows who simply want a pdf of
an urgent journal article delivered electronically at any time of day or
night to wherever they are in the world and I confess to sometimes
being in this camp as well.
Libraries today, in Learned Societies, organisations like BGS and
Universities are required to span the technology spectrum from
Gutenberg to Google and this increased functionality poses problems
of cost, custodianship, best technology provision as well as archival
storage ( digital and print). Geoscience is also widening its horizons
to include topics such as environmental climate change, amongst
many others, and new journals are needed to sit alongside and
occupy shelf or cyber-space alongside the old friends we know and
love.
The weakness of the pound against the Euro (and to a lesser extent
against the dollar) and the avarice of the monolithic academic
publishing houses is causing major headaches for Librarians across
the UK and the Society is no exception. Council, while generously
allotting a budgetary increase of 13% for 2010 to cover the enormous
increase in subscriptions, has recognised this and has asked me and
a number of other Fellows and staff to form an ad-hoc committee to
prepare an initial but wide-ranging report as to how we can best
respond to these external factors and the changing needs of our
membership within a budgetary framework which we can afford. The
fortunate few, representing both Gutenberg and Google, are:

Chair: Peter Styles. Members: Richard Hughes (Chair,
Information Management Committee); Tom Sharpe (Chair,
Library Advisory Committee); Andy Fleet (Treasurer); Jonathan
Turner (Publications Secretary); Peter Dolan; Hugh Torrens;
Rosalind Rickaby; Alex Whittaker. Staff: Nic Bilham (Secretary to
the working group); Edmund Nickless (Executive Secretary);
Kholilur Rahman (Secretary to IMC); Sheila Meredith (Chief
Librarian, Secretary to LAC).
I fear, from my time spent attending and chairing Library
Committees at several Universities, that there no are no easy
solutions and that we may need to investigate a range of options
including the adequacy/appropriateness of current holdings and
usage, strategic alliances, offsite storage and I am under no
illusion that we can solve the whole problem before the Council
meeting this June when we are due to report, but we should be
able to at least sketch out the landscape in which we must exist.
We are seeking views from the Fellowship on a number of issues,
initially through a questionnaire (available at
www.geolsoc.org.uk/libraryreview), and visitors to the library are
being asked to complete a slip telling us what books and journals
they have used. We would welcome any other comments you may
have – please email them to nic.bilham@geolsoc.org.uk.
Although the publication schedule of Geoscientist did not allow
us to announce the review before it started, I did want to let you
all know that it is in progress; because I know that, like me, you
would wish us to retain not only the baby but as much of the
bathwater as possible!

Smith prints on sale
We are now able to offer prints of William Smith’s 1815 geological map of England and
Wales (courtesy of the Department of Geology, National Museum of Wales). You can buy
each of the original 15 sheets separately or there is a patchworked version available at a
smaller scale. Also available are prints of some of William Smith’s county maps along
with the 1820 and 1840 versions of Greenough’s geological map of England and
Wales.
We hope to be adding more of William Smith’s county maps later on this year, along
with a variety of other prints of maps from the Geological Society’s collections. Please
visit the map sale page on our website for further details:
http://www.geolsoc.org.uk/gsl/site/GSL/lang/en/mapsale
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Continuing Professional Development (CPD) Courses
•10-12 March - Groundwater Protection and Restoration Group - The Migration, Characterisation And Remediation Of Non-Aqueous
Phase Liquids In The Subsurface. Venue – University of Sheffield, UK. This is the only Professional Development Short Course offered in the
UK dedicated solely to NAPL fate, transport and remediation. Contact: Pat Rayner T: 0114 222 5758 E: p.rayner@shef.ac.uk
W: www.shef.ac.uk/civil/shortcourses/
•16-17 March – ESI Ltd - Human Health Detailed Quantitative Risk Assessment. Venue: Shrewsbury. A practical course offering in-depth
knowledge of human health risk assessment including a review of the UK legislative framework, a full discussion of the common modelling
approaches and the interpretation of model results. Contact: Course Administrator E: CoursesUK-ESI@esinternational.com
W: http://www.esinternational.com/esi-courses.html
•24 March - Waterra Groundwater Equipment – Groundwater sampling. Venue: Birmingham. The Water Framework Directive has given
new emphasis to the need for groundwater quality monitoring, and for obtaining reliable and reproducible data. This workshop will help to
broaden your understanding. Contact: Julie Rose T: 0121 733 3533 E: Julie.rose@waterrauk.com
W: www.waterrauk.com/Pages/general/training.asp
•26 March – Fugro Engineering Services – Cone Penetration Testing (CPT). Venue: Leeds. Free 1-day CPD course in cone penetration
testing. Course covers: How does CPT work? How to make use of CPT data in geotechnical and geo-environmental investigations - includes a
demonstration of various cone types, geophysical downhole logging and core-scanning. Contact: Steve Poulter T: 0870 402 1400 E:
s.poulter@fes.co.uk W: www.fes.co.uk
A Professional School in Ground Engineering at the Building Research Establishment (Watford), First Steps Ltd. For reservations and information
contact Christine Butenuth, info@firststeps.uk.com, 0207 589 7394, www.firststeps.eu.com.
Developing Geological Knowledge for CGeol Status, First Steps Ltd. For reservations and information contact Christine Butenuth, info@firststeps.
uk.com, 0207 589 7394, www.firststeps.eu.com.
Managing Performance through People, The Open University. Online Course. Contact David Robinson, d.t.robinson@open.ac.uk, 0870 900 9577,
www.open.ac.uk.
Effective Leadership Skills, The Open University. Online Course. Contact David Robinson, d.t.robinson@open.ac.uk, 0870 900 9577,
www.open.ac.uk.
Managing Organisational Performance, The Open University. Online Course. Contact David Robinson, d.t.robinson@open.ac.uk, 0870 900 9577,
www.open.ac.uk.
For endorsed courses run by ESI Ltd, visit www.esinternational.com or contact CoursesUK-ESI@esinternational.com

MARCH 2010

For endorsed courses run by FUGRO Engineering Services, visit www.fes.co.uk/courses or contact s.poulter@fes.co.uk
South
West
Regional

•3 March – GeoCareers Fair. Venue: Portland Square Atrium, University of Plymouth. An opportunity for students from the region to find out more
about working in geoscience and related areas. Contact: School of Earth, Ocean and Environmental Sciences, PL4 8AA E: science@plymouth.ac.uk.
•4 March - Research in Progress Meeting and AGM: Carbon system Science. Venue: Burlington House. There will be sessions on planetary carbon,
paleocarbon and modern carbon and keynote speakers are Pierre Cartigny (IPG, Paris), Paul Pearson (Cardiff) and Andy Watson (UEA) . Contact: Emma
Tomlinson E: e.tomlinson@es.rhul.ac.uk

North West
Regional

•4 March - Maintaining Motorway Assets: the Geotechnical Realities. Speaker: Chris Danilewicz (A-one+) Venue: The Centre Lecture Theatre, Birchwood
Park, Warrington TC&B served 1800 for 1830.

South East
Regional

•9 March – What have we done to the Chalk? Venue: The Bell In, Godstone. Speaker: Prof. Rory Mortimore. Time: 6pm for 6.30pm. Contact: Ron
Williams. T: 01737 553740 E: rew182@btinternet.com

Southern
Wales

•10 March - The Use of Forensics to Identify Sources of Ammonium in Groundwater. Venue: Room 1.25, Main Building, Cardiff University. Speaker:
Jamie Robinson (PB). Contact: Margaret McBride E: margaret.mcbride@jacobs.com

Yorkshire
Regional

•10 March - Design and Implementation of a Voluntary Remediation Scheme at a Major Tar Works in the UK. Venue: Adelphi Hotel, Leeds. Evening
Meeting. Contact: Laila Bimson E: Laila.bimson@atkinsglobal.com

South West
Regional

•10 March - Minerals of the Mendips. Venue: Ley Arms, Kenn, nr. Exeter. Speaker: Dr Bob Symes OBE FGS. Refreshments 1815 for 1845. The evening
will also see the launch of the SWRG Photo Competition.

Western
Regional

•16 March – Forensic Geotechnics. Venue: S H Reynolds Lecture Theatre, University of Bristol. Speaker: Duncan Pirrie (University of Exeter). Evening
meeting. Contact: Charlotte Woodhall-Jones E: Charlotte.Woodhall-Jones@hotmail.co.uk

Hazards
Forum

•16 March - Energy Series: Carbon Capture. Venue: Burlington House. As a joint meeting of the Hazards Forum and the Engineering Group of the
Geological Society, the event will address hazards arising from Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) schemes. Evening meeting. Tea: 1730. Please indicate
your interest to the convener prior to the meeting. Contact: Adrian Collings E: Adrian.Collings@arup.com
•17 March - Principles and Applications of Petroleum System Analysis. Venue: University of Aberdeen. Part of the Shell University Lecture Series.
Speaker: Peter Nederlof, Shell. 17.30 Lecture begins; 18.30 Short reception 19.30 Depart. Contact: Alys Hilbourne T: 020 7432 0981
E: alys.hilbourne@geolsoc.org.uk

Solent
Regional

Can’t find your meeting? Visit www.geolsoc.org.uk – full, accurate, up-to-date

CALENDAR

•17 March - Mass Extinctions & the Devonian Earth System. Venue: NOC, Southampton. Speaker: Prof John Marshall (Southampton University). Evening
meeting. Contact: Amanda Lane (Chair) E: amanda.lane@gifford.uk.com; Wendy Furgusson (Secretary) E: wendy.furgusson@gifford.uk.com
T: 023 8081 7500.
•23 March - Highway Engineering for the 21st Century. Venue: Coventry Technocentre. Annual joint one-day seminar with Institution of Highways and
Transportation. Contact: Ivan Hodgson E: Ivan.Hodgson@scottwilson.com

East Midlands
Regional

•23 March - Engineering Geology of Sustainable, Risk Based Land Quality Management. Venue: BGS, Keyworth. Based on 10th Glossop Lecture. Time:
1830 for 1900. Speaker Prof Paul Nathanail (University of Nottingham) Contact: Antony Benham E: abenham@bgs.ac.uk
•24-25 March - Carbon Storage Opportunities in the North Sea. Venue: Burlington House. Carbon capture and storage has the potential to be the size
of North Sea oil and gas industry and be worth more than £2bn/yr and sustain more than 30,000 jobs by 2030. Fees apply – register through website.
Contact: Steve Whalley T: 020 7432 0980 F: 020 7494 0579 E: steve.whalley@geolsoc.org.uk

West Midlands
Regional

•25 March - Oil Exploration – unlocking value by technical innovation. Speaker: Mike Bowman (BP Exploration). Venue TBC.

Central
Scotland
Regional

•30 March - Scottish Road Network Landslide Study. Speaker: Mike Winter (TRL) Venue: The Teacher Building, 14 St. Enoch Square, Glasgow G1 4DB
Time: 18:15. See Website for details.
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International Conference:

International Conference: First Call for Abstracts

Carbon Storage
Opportunities
In The North Sea

The Geology of
Unconventional Gas Plays
4 - 7 October 2010

The Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS - to be submitted by 31st March, 2010
It is generally recognised that unconventional gas resources will make up a major part of our future
energy needs. In recent years there has been a marked increase in interest in these resources from
industry and especially amongst the major western oil and gas companies. Many of the technical issues
surrounding unconventional gas plays revolve around the complex engineering solutions required to
commercially exploit them. The aim of this conference however is to specifically address the geoscience
issues related to their exploration and exploitation.
We invite oral and poster presentations on the following themes:

24 - 25 March, 2010

The Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London
REGISTRATION
NOW OPEN

Convenors:
Mike Stephenson
(British Geological
Survey)

Henk Pagnier
(TNO)

John Underhill
(University of
Edinburgh

30

•
•
•
•
•

Carbon capture and storage
has the potential to be the size
of North Sea oil and gas
industry and be worth more
than £2bn/yr and sustain more
than 30,000 jobs by 2030.
North Sea CO2 storage space
is estimated at more than
22 billion tonnes which is 180
years' emissions from the UK's
20 largest point sources. But
what are the geological factors
affecting how this space can be
used? How will geology inform
the regulators and the public
and what are the risks and
opportunities for the private sector?

Convenors:
Paul Doubleday
(Statoil)

Stephen Laubach
(The University of Texas)

Overviews of Unconventional Gas Plays
Shale Gas
Tight Gas Reservoirs
Coalbed Methane
Gas Hydrates

Within each theme we welcome contributions that address any relevant geoscience issue, such as
petroleum system analysis, reservoir geology, geophysical evaluation, structural geology and fracture
prediction as well as case studies on particular plays, basins or fields.
We aim to bring together key figures in industry and academia active in both established unconventional
gas plays of North America and emerging plays of Europe, plus other plays around the globe.
The following speakers have agreed to deliver keynote talks:

Lois Atterton

• Richard Chuchla (ExxonMobil) - Unconventional Gas Resources:
An Integrated Global Perspective

(Statoil)

• Ken Chew (IHS & Morenish Mews, UK) - European Unconventional Gas Plays

Jaquie Bond

• Prof. Terry Engelder (Penn. State Univ.) - Shale Gas

(ExxonMobil)

• Prof. Dan Jarvie (Texas C.U./IFP) - Shale Gas
• Prof. Brian Horsfield (GFZ Potsdam) - Shale Gas
• Steve Cumella (Bill Barrett Corp.) - Tight Gas Sandstones
• Andrew Scott (Consultant) - Coal Bed Methane

Keynote presentations on:
• Role of the national geological survey
• UK and Dutch North Sea storage capacity
• North Sea and other international CCS hubs

• Tim Collett (USGS) - Gas Hydrates
• Prof. Graham Westbrook (Univ. Birmingham) - Gas Hydrates

Abstracts or sponsorship enquiries should be sent to steve.whalley@geolsoc.org.uk

Please send all abstracts and sponsorship enquires
to Paul Doubleday at doubled@statoil.com

For further information about this conference, please contact:
Steve Whalley, Event Co-ordinator: +44 (0)20 7432 0980
or email: steve.whalley@geolsoc.org.uk

For further information about this conference, please contact:
Steve Whalley, Event Co-ordinator: +44 (0)20 7432 0980
or email: steve.whalley@geolsoc.org.uk
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At the forefront of petroleum geoscience

At the forefront of petroleum geoscience

www.geolsoc.org.uk/petroleum

www.geolsoc.org.uk/petroleum

crossword
Crossword no. 133 set by Platypus
1

2

3

4

Win a Special Publication of your choice!
5

6

7

The winner of the January Crossword puzzle prize draw was Sean Hodges
of London.

8
9

10

All correct solutions will be placed in the draw, and the winner’s name
printed in the March issue. The Editor’s decision is final and no
correspondence will be entered into. Closing date – March 19.

11

12

14

13

The competition is only open to all Fellows and Candidate Fellows of the
Geological Society who are not current Society employees, officers or
trustees. This exclusion does not apply to officers of joint associations,
specialist or regional groups.

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22

Please return your completed crossword to Burlington House, marking your
envelope “Crossword”. Do not enclose any other matter with your
solution. Overseas Fellows are encouraged to enter by scanning the
signed form and emailing it as a PDF to ted.nield@geolsoc.org.uk.

23

Name
24

................................................................................................................................

25

Fellowship Number

26

27

...........................................................................................................

Address for correspondence

.............................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................

Solutions: January

...........................................................................................................................................

Across: 1 Pillow 4 Clades 9 Palm 10 Ironstones 11 Terror 12 Torrents 13 Companion
15 Pier 16 Thin 17 Sectioner 21 Coriolis 22 Roddon 24 Altimeters 25 Omit 26 Peeler
27 Eskers

...........................................................................................................................................

Down: 1 Placebo 2 Lemur 3 Omicron 5 Lasers 6 Duodecimo 7 Smelter 8 Controversies
14 Primitive 16 Trollop 18 Thrusts 19 Exotics 20 Allele 23 Diode

...........................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................Postcode .......................................................

Across

Down

1 Biome where tree growth is hindered by low temperature and short growing
season (6)
4 Sickness brought on by existential angst, according to Sartre (6)
9 Withstand the ursine onslaught (4)
10 Drunken revels (10)
11 Rudolf invented the eponymous engine that originally ran on coal dust (6)
12 Tusked whales (8)
13 Pudenda (9)
15 Quintessential European mountain chain (4)
16 Characteristic of bivalves, the space where siphons or byssi may emerge fro the
closed shell (4)
17 Geometric surface, all of whose plane sections are either ellipses or circles, much
referenced by optical petrographers. (9)
21 One of the participating substances in a chemical process (8)
22 A cephalopod’s walled-off back room (6)
24 Bearing young alive (10)
25 Famous triangle evidently very distant (4)
26 Required (6)
27 Reverse currents created when fluid flows past an obstacle (6)

1 Nickel-Iron mineral found naturally on Earth mostly in iron meteorites (7)
2 Designated standards of average performance (5)
3 German measles (7)
5 As nature to a vacuum, proverbially (6)
6 Surface expressions of solution at depth (9)
7 Any of the two or more possible forms of a gene (8)
8 Play of light from the facetted surface of a gemstone (13)
14 Shocked rock formed by meteorite hit (9)
16 In May 1819, John Keats - never old enough to have grey hair - wrote
his ode to this urn (7)
18 Cut more deeply, such as a rejuvenated meandering stream (7)
19 Incursions made into territory (7)
20 Frontage, Frenchly, and Suite with Sitwell words (6)
23 Art Deco capital of Florida (5)
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Mt Everest from base camp by Martin Lack

The Geological Society
March Online Bookshop Sale
Friday 12th March - Friday 19th March 2010
35 publications will be reduced to

£25.00 each
for the duration of the sale
HOW TO REGISTER:
The sale will last one week only and is only available via the online bookshop. To take part please register via the Online Bookshop home
page, and sign up by clicking on “Login/My GSL”, found in the right hand corner; then click on “register”. Remember to register your
details with the Geological Society Online Bookshop Newsletter by Thursday 11th March. Once registered, you will receive an email
at the start of the sale detailing the publications on offer.

SUBJECT CATEGORIES FEATURED
IN THE SALE:
• Engineering •

Sale 12 March - 19 March 2010

www.geolsoc.org.uk/bookshop

From the Geological Society Publishing House

• Geochemistry •
• Geohazards •
• History of Geology •
• Hydrogeology •
• Magmatic Studies •
• Marine Studies •
• Palaeontology •
• Petroleum •
• Petrology •
• Quaternary Geology •
• Stratigraphy / Sedimentology •
• Structural Geology •
• Tectonics •

